
ApplicAtion note

Easy access to security video via Internet is becoming increasingly popular, both for verification 

of alarms by central alarm stations as well as monitoring small businesses and homes by end 

customers. AXIS Video Hosting System (AVHS) is an easy and cost-effective way to implement 

true remote monitoring and further develop your business.

low surveillance investments
A traditional surveillance installation with local DVR/NVR 
storage requires a larger investment both in terms of to-
tal installation cost and on-going maintenance costs. 
AVHS network cameras are connected to the existing 
network and there is no requirement for local storage.

cut alarm operation cost with easy video 
verification
A large percentage of burglar/intrusion alarms today are 
false. Increasingly, police departments and security com-
panies are requiring video verification of alarms before 
they respond. If video verification is not provided, there is 
either no response or a severe penalty charged for a false 
alarm.

customers are demanding access to video 
monitoring via internet
The need for security is growing and, with the availability 
of cost effective bandwidth and the proliferation of de-
vices capable of streaming video, customers are increas-
ingly demanding easy access to live view and recorded 
video from their business and homes over the Internet.

increase RMR by providing value-added 
services
Supplying access to live and stored video are value-added 
services that alarm central stations can easily provide to 
enhance their recurring monthly revenue (RMR). Central 
alarm stations that are capable of providing these ser-
vices to their end customers will have a distinct com-
petitive advantage over other service providers.

> cost-effective video 
surveillance 

> low maintenance cost

> Quick video verification

> easy monitoring via 
internet

> increase of recurring 
monthly revenue (RMR)

enhancing recurring monthly revenue with a 
remote video monitoring system.
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Remote video monitoring is easier than 
ever with AVHS
Small businesses and residential homes increasingly 
have broadband access and the price for bandwidth is 
declining. This makes it possible to provide true remote 
video services without local video storage that are eas-
ily accessible via the Internet. To further reduce band-
width requirements, making it feasible to transmit video 
from several cameras simultaneously, AVHS supports 
event-triggered recordings and efficient video com-
pression standards.

Zero config installation - zero client 
application
With AVHS, security installers do not have to perform 
on-site network configuration or client software instal-
lation at end user sites. After Axis network cameras are 
installed and connected to the existing network, all 
configuration takes place remotely.

A service easy to manage and integrate
The backend of the system is the AVHS Server Software. 
It can easily be implemented as a stand-alone service or 
integrated into other remote services such as burglar 
alarm monitoring or remote access control. All that is 
needed is the required number of servers. The AVHS 
Server portal is customized to meet your specific needs, 
and when installed it can be easily scaled to manage 
thousands of password-protected cameras and autho-
rized users.

Develop your business
AVHS is a robust, scalable system that provides a zero 
config solution for the end-user, as well as an easy-to-
implement backend server software solution and it sup-
ports Axis’ large range of network cameras. AVHS has 
been successfully implemented by companies both in 
Europe and the US. By adding Internet-based video sur-
veillance to your service offering you will establish 
closer relations with existing customers and broaden 
your potential customer base at the same time.

The small and smart AXIS M10 Series is a perfect complement to AVHS. 
Other network cameras from our wide range can also be used.

Why network video?
> Superior image quality
> Remote accessibility 
> Easy, future-proof  

integration 
> Scalability and flexibility 
> Cost-effectiveness 
> Distributed intelligence 
> Proven technology 

Why Axis?
> Worldwide #1 in network 

video, the world’s leading 
expert 

> Proven installations across 
all continents 

> Broadest product portfolio 
in the industry 

> The largest installed base of 
network video products 

> Over 20 years of networking 
excellence 

The best in network video!


